
Upper Moreland High School 

Class of 2020 Graduation  

From: Mr. Joseph A. Carracappa, Principal UMHS 

To: Class of 2020 and the Upper Moreland High School Community 

Re: 2020 Hybrid Graduation  

Date: May 8, 2020 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Project 

Hybrid Graduation Ceremony 

Scope 

Upper Moreland High School will design and implement a hybrid graduation ceremony for the Class of 2020.  The 

ceremony will be conducted in the school’s auditorium and recorded for presentation to the community on June 9, 2020 at 

7:00 PM.   

Objectives 

1. Provide students and their families the opportunity to observe and participate in a non-traditional (virtual)

graduation ceremony;

2. Design a graduation program which is safe and within the guidelines provided by Pennsylvania Governor Tom

Wolf and other county officials;

3. Announce each graduate’s name; execute the presentation of the diploma; perform the turning of the tassel;

4. Pre-record students, principal, and superintendent speeches to be edited into ceremony final production.

Outline 

 On the morning of May 26
th
 student speakers, building principal, and the superintendent will record their remarks

for the graduation ceremony in the auditorium from the stage;

 May 26
 
– June 1, 2020, each graduating senior from the class of 2020 and those individuals who they are

currently quarantined with (immediate family), will be invited at a specific time to the high school between 3-8

pm.  We are planning for roughly 6  families an hour;

 Families arrive at UMHS and park outside the main entrance.  Graduate/families will stay in their vehicle until an

administrator signals for them to enter the building;

 Student will return their Chromebook and Charger as they enter the building;

 The immediate family will then proceed to the pit area of the stage, while the graduating senior remains in the

back of the auditorium;

 The graduate will then proceed down the aisle to the sound of Pomp and Circumstance No. 1;

 The graduate’s name will be read aloud;

 The graduate will walk across the stage and be presented with their diploma;

 The graduate will stop before exiting the stage and be asked to move their tassel from right to left indicating they

have officially graduated;

 A professional photographer will take pictures for the family; and

 Students who choose not to participate will have their name announced as their senior portrait and name are

displayed on a slide throughout the presentation/recording.



 

 

 

 

Timeline 

The recoding of each student’s diploma presentation will take place over a one week span from May 26 – June 1, 2020.  

Families will be assigned a time between 3 pm and 8 pm to report to the high school.  These invitations will be sent 

through email and a secretary will call to confirm each family’s participation.  The time slots will be roughly 10 minutes 

apart.  This would allow us to record 6 students an hour or 30 students each evening.  Recording should be completed on 

or before Tuesday, June 2nd.  If a family misses their assigned time it may, or may not, be possible to assign another time 

slot.  This will depend on how well our school community keeps to the schedule.  It is imperative that you are on time and 

ready to go when called to enter the building.  

Costs 

Initial Set-up for graduation ceremony in the auditorium: $0 

Flowers: (Previously Budgeted) 

Graduation Programs: (Previously Budgeted) 

Photographer: TBD (additional expense) 

Benefits 

 Family/Graduate Participation; 

 A safe hybrid/virtual program;  

 Graduates hear their name announced in real time;  

 Ability to record and edit the program prior to June 9th; 

 Ceremony could be purchased by families for a fee. 

Next Steps  

A formal invitation will be issued to each family with their date and time for recording at the high school through email 

and a phone call confirmation beginning May 18th. Families do reserve the right to not participate in the program.  

Diplomas will be issued to students on the day of the recording if all Senior Obligations have been settled.  Information on 

obligations and the collection of materials will be forthcoming.   

 

 

Joseph A. Carracappa 

Principal 

Upper Moreland High School 

 

 

 

 

 


